Circle the compound word(s) in each sentence.

Those who don't fit in with a rowdy crowd and are shy can feel like wallflowers.

The doctor monitored the patient’s heartbeat and blood pressure.

My grandmother has beautiful handwriting.

Your kneecaps are the bones at the front of your knees.

He ran past without noticing her.

My parents have a blue bedspread on their bed.

The campers warmed their hands and feet around the campfire to avoid frostbite.

The old courthouse is a massive structure in the middle of the town square.
Those who don't fit in with a rowdy crowd and are shy can feel like **wallflowers**.

The doctor monitored the patient's **heartbeat** and blood pressure.

My **grandmother** has beautiful **handwriting**.

Your **kneecaps** are the bones at the front of your knees.

He ran past without noticing her.

My parents have a blue **bedspread** on their bed.

The campers warmed their hands and feet around the **campfire** to avoid **frostbite**.

The old **courthouse** is a massive structure in the middle of the town square.